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A Socratic approach to high technology could lead to the concretion of sublimity and 
lowliness: the re8ection of how feeble its capacity for simulation is in comparison with 
the complexity of the world; how far its order goes beyond humane conceptions of order, 
appearing in them as menacing disorder; just how far the skyscraper is from the sky. 1 

-Hannes BOhringer, "Daedalus or Diogenes" (1989) 

Facing what at the time seemed a barrage of attempts to appropriate large regions of 
architectural theory with new methods and vocabularies from linguistics, Alan Colquhoun 
uncovered, in an essay published in 1972, an unpleasant difference between the role of theory 
in language and architecture. He noted that while theories of language never for a moment 
effect the way humans speak, the most anaemic axioms of these same theories applied to ar
chitectural meaning impose new and severe conditions.2 The potential extremity of theory's 
cheekiness is layed out in one of Borges' famous short stories, "TlOn, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius," 
where a secret encyclopedia about an imaginary planet leaks out to the public, creating a 
sensation for things T10nian.3 The end of this nightmare is the full-blown reconstruction 
of the unreal, the contamination of reality by fiction. In architecture, Colquhoun suggests, 
the TlOnian nightmare is dreamt every time we shut our eyes. Say a few nice things about 
technology, get buildings that look for all the world like robots. Mumble Vitruvian senti
ments and wake up to boutiques and corporate headquarters decorated with worse-for-wear 
peristyles and broken pediments. 

This "vulnerability factor" has led to dispair over architecture's semantic future. 
The resulting positions of nihilism, relativism, positivism, and so on can be summed up as 
varieties of a well reinforced cynicism practiced by Master Cynics who know that power over 
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form and money is the real object, and that the public enjoys being kept in the dark.4 Having 
begun as a philosophical showpiece of Socratic doubt, cynicism has turned to a sophisticated 
use of institutions as reinforced bunkers. Far from the cynicism of the "dog philosopher" 
Diogenes, who from the demonstrable poverty of his demeanor stood in the face of Athenian 
self-confidence, this new cynicism matches ends to means in an artificially induced "twilight" 
of skeptical doubt. These new blast-resistant cynics find any consideration of meaning 
virulent. They greet it with a politicized repugnance that masquerades as its philosophical 
ancestor, full of humility and scorn. As David Bell reported,5 one indignant reader of the 
Journal of Architectural Education provided the representative cry of outrage: 

Dear Mr. Bell

Speaking of meaning ... 
I defy you-I defy anyone-to 
tell me what the hell this means! 

"a reader" 

But after its momentary demonstrations of enlightened doubt, such cynicism scurries by an 
unmarked path back not to any Diagenetic tub but to its apartment well furnished with 
luxurious theories, systems, and vocabularies exempt from reflection and critique. 

One is tempted to audit the accounts, to question this exemption, to follow these 
beggers back to their extensively remodeled caves. Bell's skeptic should be shaken down for 
the more than loose change really concealed in his pockets. But here I have chosen another 
tactic which I hope may serve the same purpose. The negative critique of unmasking an 
illusion is, we have seen, easy enough to accomplish, but it leaves a vacuum that is not quite 
neutral. Into it rush trace amounts of ideology: the "at-least-one truth" of the skeptic with 
an institutional bank account; the "single best means" of the technological attitude; the 
mindless "what's next?" of nihilism. 

My suggestion, put in the form of a "prolegomena," is to develop a positive version of 
the negative critique: a doctrine of cynicism that takes place amidst the ironies of the current 
condition but which adopts a new means of entertaining the perennial issues of architecture 
by maximizing the possibility of contamination and minimizing the opportunity to develop 
a "theoretical stance." This involves pursuit of the detail, the moment, the materiality 
of architectural experience--in short, all those small pieces that escape being noticed by 
systematic views for no other reason than that such small pieces are composite beings unable 
to be added up to units of higher aggregate generality. They are likewise indivisible and 
incapable of being reduced. Actually, they are surds, rock-bottom irrationalities. 

To do this, I would use a single cover, the idea of a "dog architecture," which means 
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that any critique of the cynicism of the present will benefit by a.dopting materials and the 
methods of its subject. The philosophical cynic's tra.dition.a.l mascot (kynic = "dog" in 
Greek), circumstantia.l.ly embodies the ideals of the search for a radical cynicism, and the 
emphasis on roots suggests that a. change of spelling would help distinguish the "kynic" or 
dog architect from the cynic engaged in nihilism for power's sake. 

The rubric "dog architecture" is not chosen just to be funny or derisive, but as a means 
of getting beyond the often too-hopeful terms by which an author attempts to ennoble his 
subject. "Dog architecture" is not a thing with the same claim to history as "baroque 
architecture . ., But "dog" has a. long history in the English language, and the animal itself 
has a privileged position in our anthropology. The dog has always represented the bottom 
end of experience. For this and other reasons, the kynics found in the dog a model of their 
own self·effacement and impiety towards theoretical truths. One identifies with the dog out 
of humility, but without going too far. H man is a dog at bottom, then the bottom is not 
so bad a.s to be incapable of great things. William Empson, in his able essay, "The English 
Dog," asserted that "Dog ... became to the eighteenth·century sceptic what God ha.d 
been to his ancestors, the last security behind human va.lues." 6 Today, we find ourselves 
in desparate need of this "last security." This security, the real and the poetic dog, is my 
starting place, from which I hope a real and poetic architecture might be drawn. 

The Deduction of Pure Concepts of Dog Architecture 

This "prolegomena" can get only a few words forward about what a "dog architecture" might 
constitute. The first consideration is, naturally, philosophical. Diogenes is known as the 
most important dog philosopher because he more than any other kynic carried philosophy 
out of the theoretic clouds down to the level of his own abused body. He slept in a tub, 
performed every private act in full sight of passers-by, exorcized his fellow philosophers with 
rude gestures and fool· play. Diogenes is philosophy's favorite "ba.d boy." His contemporaries 
were genuinely fascinated with his brand of philosophical fool-play that made a sham of 
seriousness and provoked an inverted world view.7 

Diogenes is actua.l.ly the dog architect's first and most important clue to the nature of 
his task. More than Dcedalus-who was more than a little cynical in his service of the Minos 
family-Diogenes proved the point by using his own body as the essence of his philosophy: 
thought as corporeal architecture. Mortification became the means of understanding mind 
as body. The "dog" purposefully intensified the mind's discomfort at being housed in such 
a sneezing, farting, shitting, and-worst of all-dying body. By undertaking a. via negativa 
of limbs, torso, and so on, Diogenes turned philosophy into a gesture. To Zeno's argument 
against motion, Diogenes responded by walking away. To Alexander's grant of any favor, 
he ba.de the conquorer to stand out of his light. 

Diogenes' simplicity was not a return to nature in our sense, but to the Greek p?ysis, 
"a. universal, invariable rational norm" as opposed to nomos, "convention, tradition, cus-

8Willi&m Empson, "The English Dog,R in The Stn~cture of Comple:~: Word, (Apn.Arbor: University of 
Michiga.n Press, 1967), p. 168. 
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tom." The ora.cle had told Diogenes to "debase the currency." After fleeing Sinope where 
had exercised a too literal interpretation of this advice, he applied himself to a systematic 
destruction of the symbolic currency, the nomos, in favor of the universal value of physis. 
The philosopher lived in the open not out of humility but truth. 

The architect's insight is that nomos and physis contrast primarily in terms of the 
projectability or "representability" of the former and the non-projectability or resistance 
to signification of the latter. That is, the custom or convention acts as a token, a substi
tution, just as the drawing is used to represent the building. Its value is in its pretended 
transparancy, the untroubled way influence is held to flow in the same single direction, from 
object to sign. In the case of physis, the universal and particular are engaged in an ex
change where the particular influences the universal as much as the universal the particular.8 

TlOnsville. The token pretends to project the value of the thing in representation, but physis 
conditions as it is conditioned. 

Where the representation projects to then and there, physis, the tonic of dog architec
ture, reflects back to the here and now-a sublime point. There are two main metaphorical 
vehicles for the exchanges of physis. The first is that of e.xperience portrayed as pilgrimage: 
the topography or surface of travel. The difference between non-projective and projective 
travel is that between authentic travel and travel that degenerates into running an errand, 
package tours, or other fakeries. The real traveler realizes what might be ca.lled a "thick
ness" of the travel surface-a. resistance to glide (desire) that ca.Jls for a philosophical brand 
of spelunking. The informative anecdote is Odysseus's visit to the Cyclops' ca.ve. The dog 
architect is down the Cyclops' cave like a. terrier in a. rat hole, trying out the hospitality of 
the traditionally rude Cyclops with his wit. Dog topography is compressed into this fable 
as if it were a formula. The key for escaping the thickness of the travel landscape is a 
logic composed of argute ("sharp") points aimed at the Enlightenment's single eye. Argute 
expressions-metaphors-are the means of escaping technology's "single best means" or the 
sort of thought that venerates "the bottom line." 

The other architectural dog is drawing. Usually conceived as the principal means of 
representing architectural objects, the drawing has in the last ten years undrrgone consid
erable obediance schooling at the hands of closet dogs whom we have learnrd to respect 
by their bark (and bite). In certain cases, the de-perspectivaliza.tion of drawing has led to 
the production of "architectural machines" dedicated to reviving our neglected interest in 
dimensionality and the technical attitude. If physis works both ways, the dog drawing is 
one that reveals the world already to have been drawn. This begins with the hieroglyphic 
mythic mentality described by Vico in terms of "true speech."9 I would suggest that dog 
drawing begin with a redefinition of dimensionality, abandoning the Cartesian concept that 
each dimension is additively complementary to the others in favor of a. discontinuous schema 
where each dimension comes with its own world, as it does with the act of readiitg and the 

'This bacldlow wu the problem cited by Colquehoun. If one restrictl architecture to the nomo• of col.ven
tion, & ph,pi1 is un&voidab1y engaged. Tbe signified becomes the sign: that is, architecture i. demateriil.ized. 

tin the work On the Mo1t Ancient Wi•dom of the ltaliaru, Vico poaes the notion 'hat mythic thought, 
lacking the trope of irony, ta.ket its view of the world u authentic: appearance. arf gods' because they are 
the true aupices of reality. There is aomething dog-like in myth '• tr&m~poeition of qullit.ies of its own body 
to n&ture and its subsequent feu of the result. Tail-chuing, or barking at the moon, gets at the Vichian 
sense of myth through a short-cut. See Lucia Palmer's tranal.ation (Ithaca: Cornell University Pre~~, 1988). 
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movement of the "line" of thought. With dimensions unhooked, it would be impossible to 
use two dimensions to represent three without dealing directly with the irony of the sag
gital dimension of view: the cone of vision.10 The Cartesian "machine" of representation 
is turned into a roulette ma.cltine that is also a decoder: a reading, writing, and memory 
mach..ine as in Libeskind's fiery examples. Where architecture = drawing, drawing = ma
chines that convert reality to acts of drawing. Grophos, drawing or describing, is a matter 
of coming to verbal and geometric terms with the liminal, whether in the logoi of cannibals 
in Herodotos or the labyrinths of facts in thelncycloped.ia. 

il~"~"' 
Envoi 

Unexpectedly, dog drawing is in the position to draw from the logic of jazz. A major 
portion of early jazz grew from the work song, where communications among slaves were 
concealed from the master's notice by double-entendres and complex rhythms. But the 
primitive ancestors of the work song were full-bodied musical concealments of the acts 
of hunting, gathering, and fabricating. The thinking went that any harvesting of nature 
was an act of theft from the gods. The hymn concealed by praising. When modern jazz 
adapted the work song to the Mephisto rythms of the machine age, it merged with a parallel 
critique of l'homme machine that had been developing through Mozart's Monostatos (Die 
ZauberjfOte), Goethe's Faust, and Shelley's Frankenstein. The Todentanz looked better a.s 
the Black Bottom, Lindy Hop, or Stomp. And it kept the machine-god from noticing that 
we weren't really gears. 

In a secularized age, the dog architecture of machine-drawing hides our poetic selves 
from our technological selves-and revea.ltthe same to the same--by a logic opp08ite that of 
personification. We are given the Pauline dyad of vision and blindness. Blindness to find, 
vision to know. We still need to steal, and (this is the troubling truth) although the gods 
are no longer we still have the need to lie. 

I 

10 Inatead. of ta.lring the cone of Mon seriously, u does in my vie.., Victor Burgin ih -his article, "Geometry 
and Abjection," AA File1 15 (Spring 1988): 35-41, I won.ld •uggest the &lternative vilion of Camillo, 11fho 
reunited the cone with it. tr&ditioa&l bizarre comp&niou: ~e kiued-to-death Endymion, who allie~ wisdom 
with eroticism; the truncated cone of the ancient funerary 1tupu; and the head.lea bride of Dacha.mp. 
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